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Biography
Born in nineveh, northern Iraq, nael showed interest in art 
from an early age spending much of his childhood studying 
and drawing animals and people. Drafted into the Army at 
age 19 he served in the Iran – Iraq war.

nael continued to paint while in military service and was 
awarded a scholarship from the Ministry of Education in 
Baghdad to study art in Britain. In 1984 he was accepted to 
study at Duncan of Jordanstone college of Art in Dundee, 
graduating with a Mphil in Art in 1989. 

Awarded the John Kinross Scholarship from the Royal 
Scottish Academy, and a residency at Hospitalfield, 
Arbroath, nael then joined the staff of DJcAD before 
dedicating full-time to painting.

He has exhibited in many countries including Malaysia, 
Egypt and the USA, and at the RGI, RSA, SSA and SSAc 
and with prominent galleries throughout the UK.  

His works are included within major public and private 
collections worldwide.

Eduardo Alessandro Studios was established in 1978 to showcase established and 
emerging artistic talent from Scotland. In this our Celebrating 40 year, we are 
delighted to host The Sound of the Sea, a spectacular solo exhibition of new works 
by nael Hanna, an artist and friend that we have had the privilege to journey with 
over many of these years.

Foreword
Dundee based nael Hanna has long been regarded as one of the UK’s most visionary 
landscape painters. His renowned and highly expressive depictions of the Scottish 
north east coastline have garnered wide spread public and critical praise since he 
graduated from Dundee’s Duncan of Jordanstone Art college to almost immediate 
acclaim. 

this is the artist’s sixth solo show with Eduardo Alessandro Studios over a near 30 year 
collaboration between gallery and artist. This flyer shows highlights from the exhibition
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An exhibition of new paintings by nael Hanna
The Sound of the Sea

8 - 29 September 2018
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Opening reception Saturday 8th September
The Sound of the Sea

Meet the artist 12-4

west coast waters (detail)   Mixed Media    48x48 inches
all sizes exclude frame dimensions

wild water, Glen Etive    Mixed Media    30x40 inches

the white wave    
7x10 inches

St. Andrews Beach   
6x9 inches

Road to Monifieth    Mixed Media    12x24 inchesturquoise Sky, East coast    Mixed Media    31x31 inches

View the entire exhibition
EAStudios.com


